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The method of passive thermodetection using a liquid-crystal matrix is a new and valuable
way to detect breast cancer, and is no doubt a prelude to future diagnostics. 

The BRASTER Tester device offers a novel first screening method for the detection of
breast cancer. If properly carried out and assessed, the examination can be done at
home. It is completely safe (no ionizing radiation), non-invasive and painless, and provides
high-resolution and highly sensitive images. It can be performed safely and frequently;
thus, has great potential for regular screening of women at high risk of breast cancer
(due to age, genetic background, family history). These thermographic images may indicate
the need for further screening using X-ray mammography, ultrasound or nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging.

Mammography screening, introduced nearly half a century ago, is currently the subject
of worldwide debate – specifically the advantages, benefits, side effects, and costs of
this method. The introduction of a new, safe testing method for breast cancer screening
will improve the diagnostics and treatment of breast cancer.

Review of the “Thermographic Atlas”
Professor Andrzej Kułakowski, MD, PhD
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Rak_piersi ang  10/18/16  10:08 AM  Page 1Metoda termodetekcji pasywnej z wykorzystaniem matryc ciekłokrystalicznych jest no -
wym, wartościowym sposobem wykrywania raka piersi i wstępem do dalszej diagnostyki.

Prawidłowo wykonane i właściwie ocenione badanie może być zrobione w warunkach do -
mowych, jako pierwsze badanie w skryningu raka piersi. Jest ono całkowicie bezpieczne
(brak promieniowania jonizującego), nieinwazyjne, niebo lesne, o wysokiej rozdzielczości 
i czułości. Może być bezpiecznie i często wykonywane szczególnie w grupach kobiet 
o szczególnym narażeniu na wystąpienie raka piersi (wiek, uwarunkowania genetyczne,
rodzinne). Może być wskazaniem do wykonania mammografii rentgenowskiej, ultrasono-
grafii lub jądrowego rezonansu magnetycznego.

Wprowadzony prawie pół wieku temu populacyjny skryning mammograficzny jest obec-
nie przedmiotem ogólnoświatowej dyskusji o zaletach, korzyściach i skutkach ubocznych
oraz kosztach tej metody. Wprowadzenie do skryningu raka piersi nowej, bezpiecznej
metody badania może poprawić rozpoznawanie i leczenie raka piersi.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ATLAS

BI-RADS – Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System
CC – craniocaudal
CNB – core-needle biopsy
DITI – digital infrared thermal imaging
MLO – mediolateral oblique
MMG – mammography
PET– positron emission tomography
TMG – thermography
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Tadeusz J. Popiela
Marcin Trzyna

INTRODUCTION

Background 

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy among women, representing 25.2% of all cancers. It 
is estimated that worldwide approximately 1.7 million women developed breast cancer in 2012; for 
approximately 522,000 of these women, the disease proved fatal1. 

In the same year, 16,500 women in Poland developed breast cancer, equating to 51.9 cases per 
100,000 women (standardized ratio). This incidence was slightly lower than in Western European 
countries, where it was approximately 88 cases per 100,000 women; however, in some countries, i.e. 
Denmark, Belgium, France, this number exceeded 105 cases per 100,000 women2. 

It is estimated that by the middle of this decade the incidence of breast cancer in Poland will exceed 
20,000 women annually3. If the cancer is limited to the mammary gland, the chance of a complete 
recovery is greater than 98.6%. When metastases appear in regional lymph nodes, the 5-year survival 
rate drops to 83.8%; in the case of distant metastases, this rate drops even further – to 23.3%4,5. In 
the early 1970s, research was published demonstrating that regular breast examination and diagnostic 
imaging of mammary glands was associated with decreased breast cancer-related mortality6. Later, 
randomized studies of large populations confirmed these preliminary findings, leading us to current 
recommendation that women should undergo regular screening for breast cancer7,8. Although the 
only imaging technique currently approved for breast screening is mammography (MMG), another 
functional method for breast diagnostics was originally developed in parallel – thermography (TMG). 
TMG has not received as much attention as MMG in the years since its development.

TMG is a supplementary physiological imaging method, approved in 1982 by the US Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA), for the imaging of mammary glands in women. It allows for early abnor-
malities not yet visible as fully-formed morphological lesions to be distinguished from surrounding 
tissue, based on elevated temperatures9,10,11,12.

1 GLOBOCAN 2012 (http://globocan.iarc.fr/Pages/fact_sheets_cancer.aspx).
2 GLOBOCAN 2012 (http://globocan.iarc.fr/Pages/fact_sheets_cancer.aspx).
3 Didkowska J., Wojciechowska U., Zatoński W. Nowotwory 2009. KRN, Maria Sklodowska-Curie Memorial Cancer Centre 

and Institute of Oncology.
4 Howlander N., Noone A., Krapcho M. et al. SEER Cancer Statistics Review, 1975–2008. Bethesda, MD: National Cancer Institute; 

2011.
5 Tabár L., Vitak B., Chen H.H. et al. The Swedish two-county trial twenty years later. Updated mortality results and new insights from 

long-term follow-up. Radiol Clin North Am. 2000; 38: 625–51.
6 Shapiro S., Strax P., Venet L. Periodic breast cancer screening in reducing mortality from breast cancer. JAMA. 1971; 215: 

1777–85.
7 Smith R., Duffy S., Tabar L. Breast cancer screening: The evolving evidence. Oncology 2012; 471–86.
8 Hackshaw A. EUSOMA review of mammography screening. Ann Oncol. 2003; 14: 1193–5.
9 Isard H.J. Cancer in the “cold” breast thermogram. AJR. 1976; 127: 793–6.

10 Jones C.H., Greening W.P., Davey J.B., McKinna J.A, Greeves V.J. Thermography of the female breast: A five-year study in 
relation to the detection and prognosis of cancer. Br J Radiol. 1975; 48: 532–8.

11 Sterns E.E., Curtis A.C., Miller S., Hancock J.R. Thermography in breast diagnosis. Cancer. 1982; 50: 323–5.
12 Lapayowker M.S., Barash I., Byrne R., Change J., Dodd G., Farrell C., Haberman J.D., Isard H.J., Threatt B. Criteria for 

obtaining and interpreting breast thermagrams. Cancer. 1976; 38: 1931–5.
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So called dermothermic effect resulting from the increased metabolic rate of tumor cells, as com-
pared to normal cells, forms the physiological basis of TMG in medical diagnostic imaging13. This 
characteristic is also exploited in the imaging of neoplastic lesions using positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET)14. In the very early stages of cancer development, intense hypervascularization occurs 
around the neoplastic focus due to neoangiogenesis15. Proangiogenic factors, sufficient to produce 
new vascular networks, have been shown to be present in the microenvironment of tumors as small as 
1 mm in diameter16,17. This phenomenon is associated with continuing, focused, intraglandular tem-
perature anomalies, which may be observed (due to propagation) on the surface of the organ. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that increased breast temperature, visualized using thermo-
graphic images, precedes the appearance of the pathology, i.e. morphological changes to the anatomi-
cal structure of the organ. This hypothesis is based inter alia on a study by Isard et al.18, which lasted 
more than 3 years and included 10,000 women. Isard et al., using their own observations, reanalyzed 
algorithms for the evaluation of thermal images, and showed a significant prognostic and diagnostic 
role not only for individual foci of thermal anomalies, but also for complex thermal images from 
pathological vasculature in patients without clinical symptoms (i.e. patients whose only symptom of 
breast pathology was an abnormal thermogram).

In turn, in the 1980s Spitalier et al. conducted a spectacular clinical study, which lasted more than 
10 years and involved 61,000 women, using TMG for the diagnosis of mammary gland pathology19,20.  
The results of the study confirmed earlier observations. Spitalier et al. achieved 89% sensitivity and 
specificity in this study, and  more importantly, they showed that up to 91% of asymptomatic cases of 
breast cancer (stage T0) were diagnosed using a thermographic image. Another important clinical study 
is a reference study of breast TMG conducted by Gros and Gautherie on a cohort of 58,000 women. 
This study showed that breast cancer was confirmed in 90% of women diagnosed with Th4- and Th5-
level changes (risk rating developed by Gautherie and Gros: Th1 = low risk, Th5 = high risk)21. 

Nyirjesy et al. analyzed clinical trial data on the effectiveness of palpation, MMG and TMG in the 
diagnosis of breast cancer in a large comparative study. Using three groups of patients – 4716 with 
confirmed breast cancer, 3305 with histologically diagnosed benign pathology of the breast, and 8757 
without diagnosed diseases in the breast (a total of 16,778 women) – they showed TMG to have an 
average sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 85%22. 

A summary of studies on the use of TMG in breast cancer diagnostics, published in 1998 by Key-
serlingk et al., confirmed the notable positive effect of initial thermographic screening on improved 
5-year survival rate in breast cancer. Keyserlingk et al. highlighted the role of combined breast diag-
nostics (clinical examination, TMG, MMG) on 100 example cases of ductal carcinoma (carcinoma 
ductale in situ, stage I, II), demonstrating that the detection sensitivity of MMG alone increased from 
85% to 95% upon coupling with TMG23. 

Similarly, in a recent prospective clinical trial involving 92 patients who underwent breast biopsies 
preceded by a sequential MMG and thermographic examination (Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging, 

13 Gautherie M. Thermobiological assessment of benign and malignant breast diseases. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 1983; 147: 
861–9.

14 Singh D., Miles K. Multiparametric PET/CT in oncology. Cancer Imaging 2012; 12: 336–44.
15 Folkman J. Tumor angiogenesis: Therapeutic implications. N Eng J Med. 1971; 285: 1182–6.
16 Liotta L.A. The microenvironment of the tumor host interfare. Nature 2001; 411: 375–9.
17 Senger D.R. Tumor cells secrate a vascular permeability factor that promotes accumulation of ascites fluid. Science 1983; 

219: 983–5. 
18 Isard H., Becker W., Shilo R., Ostrum B.J. Breast thermography after four years and 10,000 studies. Am J Roentgenol Radi-

um Ther Nucl Med. 1972; 115: 811–22.
19 Spitalier H., Giraud D. et al. Does infrared thermography truly have a role in present-day breast cancer management? Bio-

medical Thermology, Alan R. Liss New York, NY 1982; pp. 269–78.
20 Spitalier J., Amalric D. et al. The importance of infrared thermography in the early suspicion and detection of minimal 

breast cancer. Thermal assessment of breast health (Proceedings of an International Conference), MTP Press Ltd. 1983; pp. 173–9.
21 Gautherie M. Thermobiological assessment of benign and malignant breast diseases. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 1983; 147: 

861–9. 
22 Nyirjesy I., Ayme Y. et al. Clinical evaluation, mammography, and thermography in the diagnosis of breast carcinoma. Ther-

mology 1986; 1: 170–3.
23 Keyserlingk J.R., Ahlgren P.D., Yu E., Belliveau N. Infrared imaging of the breast: Initial reappraisal using high-resolution 

digital technology in 100 successive cases of stage I and II breast cancer. Breast J. 1998; 4: 245–51.
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DITI), Arora et al. showed that benign and malignant tumors were present in 34 and 60 of 94 biop-
sies, respectively. TMG allowed for the identification of 58 of the 60 malignant tumors, with 97% 
sensitivity24.

An analysis of the scientific literature on the use of TMG for mammary gland diagnostics, particu-
larly the results of the aforementioned worldwide reference clinical trials, indicates that TMG is gen-
erally characterized by high sensitivity and specificity (approximately 90%). This conclusion was also 
confirmed by Gamagami, Silverstein and Waisman from The Breast Center in California, USA25. By 
analyzing 530 cases of breast cancer patients examined using TMG they drew the following conclu-
sions: (a) 91% of clinical breast cancer cases were preceded by the development of pathological blood 
vessels; (b) TMG detected nonpalpable tumors (breast cancer) in 86% of cases, and in 15% of cases it 
revealed tumors undetectable by MMG; (c) TMG appeared to be a useful tool for monitoring chemo-
therapy progress; and (d) following several years of observation, TMG did not significantly contribute 
to a reduction in breast cancer-related mortality. The last conclusion combined with similar reports 
supporting this thesis, as well as high standards of technical conditions and personnel qualifications 
required for an examination to take place, led to a notable loss of interest in infrared-based TMG in 
breast cancer diagnostics at the end of the 20th century. 

It was not until the beginning of this century, when a meta-analysis questioning the value of MMG 
screening for breast cancer diagnosis was published in the Lancet, that the discussion on alternative 
methods to MMG for early detection of this disease was reignited26. This debate coincided with the 
development of new technologies for thermographic diagnostics; namely, passive thermodetection us-
ing a liquid-crystal matrix. Evidence of effectiveness of this method in the diagnosis of breast cancer 
came in 2013, when BRASTER S.A. conducted a study of more than 700 patients using the novel 
BRASTER Tester device. The BRA/03/2013 observational study was the first in history to use a novel 
contact TMG device, based on passive liquid-crystal matrix technology. 

The BRA/03/2013 observational study provided objective and reliable results, despite limitations 
associated with novelty of the method and a lack of previous experience. The method still required 
further improvement and adjustment of the rules of reading and refinement of the interpretation al-
gorithm. The ambiguity of the thermographic images, in terms of interpretation, also confirmed the 
need for a thermographic atlas, where a wide range of thermal anomalies and their corresponding 
neoplastic lesions would be depicted.

 In 2014, BRASTER S.A. initiated the BRA/03/2014 study, which was designed to gather clinical 
material for comparative analysis of classic ultrasound and MMG images of breast cancer with those 
obtained using passive TMG. The BRA/03/2014 study was a multicenter, open-label, observation-
al, non-interventional study, conducted in outpatient clinics specialized in breast cancer diagnostics 
throughout Poland. More than 300 women with features of pathological lesions in the breast, identi-
fied during imaging and confirmed by subsequent histopathological examination, were included in the 
study and received liquid-crystal contact TMG with the BRASTER Tester device. The BRA/03/2014 
study provided the clinical material developed and presented here as Edition I of the Thermographic 
Atlas (Breast Cancer).

24 Arora N., Martins D., Ruggerio D. et al. Effectiveness of a noninvasive digital infrared thermal imaging system in the detec-
tion of breast cancer. Am J Surg. 2008; 196, 523–6.

25 Gamagami P., Silverstein M.J., Waisman J.R. Infra-red imaging in breast cancer. Conf Proc IEEE Eng Med Biol Soc. 1997; 
2: 677–80.

26 Gotzsche P., Olsen O. Is screening for breast cancer with mammography justifiable? Lancet 2000; 355: 129–34.
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Description of the thermographic examination using the BRASTER Tester device 

General information

The BRASTER Tester device (Fig. 1) is a contact thermographic tester using passive liquid-crystal ma-
trix technology for the early detection of thermal pathologies, particularly for the detection of breast 
cancer in women. The device is easy and intuitive to use – you need only to hold it on the breast to 
produce a thermographic image (Fig. 2). In addition, the BRASTER Tester device is reusable, safe, and 
non-invasive (no harmful ionizing radiation).

From the methodological point of view, the BRASTER Tester device allows for preliminary differ-
entiation of thermal anomalies with respect to the associated pathophysiological processes. According 
to the literature published to date, pathological proliferative changes (tumors) are characterized by  
a dominance of anabolic processes related to intensive neoangiogenesis27, which may be associated 
with the appearance of hyperthermal features on a thermogram.  

It should be noted that in thermographic imaging, the term hyperthermal change refers to a dis-
crete, quantifiable location characterized by increased temperature compared to the surrounding area. 

Thermographic images of the mammary glands are believed to be unique for each woman; there-
fore, they can be treated much like a fingerprint. Due to the variety and complexity of hyperthermal 
changes, there is a need for their classification and separation, particularly with respect to breast 
pathologies. 

27 Folkman J. Tumor angiogenesis: Therapeutic implications. N Eng J Med. 1971; 285: 1182–6.

Fig. 2. The mechanism of thermographic image formation .

Fig. 1. The prototype of the BRASTER  
Tester device .

Marcin Trzyna

Carcinoma ductale invasivum 

Isothermal boundary

LC matrix
(insulator)

Additional heat source
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The term hyperthermal change also refers to physiological changes, the occurrence of which is as-
sociated with natural physiological phenomena in the breast; for example, blood flow in blood vessels. 
Thermographic images of normal (i.e. healthy) breasts should be characterized by bilateral symmetry 
(so-called bilateral thermographic changes)28. 

The term pathological change defines a separate, quantifiable hyperthermal lesion, usually focal or 
focally vascular in nature, which occurs with thermal breast asymmetry (so-called unilaterality of ther-
mographic changes)29. The nature of the changes can also be affected by their location; for example, 
changes in the upper outer quadrants are associated with a higher risk of pathology than those that 
occur in the lower quadrants and nipple area. 

Another localization, characterized by an increased temperature relative to the surrounding area, 
may also appear on thermograms. Such localizations coming from outside the breast are called arti-
facts, and their origin (for example, axillary cavity, breastbone area, skin fold) may reveal the highest 
available heat emission on thermograms. 

In addition to the aforementioned hyperthermal changes, hypothermal changes can also be ob-
served on thermograms (associated with local temperature reduction), but due to a lack of diagnostic 
value they will not be discussed herein.

Examination with BRASTER Tester device 

The BRASTER Tester device is composed of three liquid-crystal matrices, which cover a thermal range 
of 31.5–36.0°C. Matrices are named according to their scope of detection:

a) „red” (lowest detection range: from 31.5°C)
b) „green” (intermediate detection range: from 33.0°C)
c) „blue” (highest detection range: from 34.5°C)
The temperature field on thermograms is visualized as a color scale, using three distinct colors: red 

(R), green (G) and blue (B). The difference in temperature between the colors allows for the detection 
of changes at the breast surface with a thermal resolution of 0.5°C.

Changes in the nature of the thermal gradient, either hyperthermal (temperature gradient increases 
in an inward direction; Fig. 4) or hypothermal (temperature gradient increases in an outward direc-
tion; Fig. 3), can be observed on thermograms. 

The black background on the thermographic matrix indicates a situation where the examined sur-
face of the breast is outside the range of detection. When black is preceded by red, the breast area is 
below the detection range of the applied matrix. In turn, when black is preceded by blue, the breast 
area is above the detection range of the matrix. 

28 Hobbins W.B., Sellens W. Breast Cancer Boot Camp, Tate Publishing & Enterprises LCC, Oklahoma, USA, 2013.
29 Hobbins W.B., Sellens W. Breast Cancer Boot Camp, Tate Publishing & Enterprises LCC, Oklahoma, USA, 2013.

Fig. 4. The scheme of hyperthermal change .Fig. 3. The scheme of hypothermal change .
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Examination with the BRASTER Tester device is preceded by acclimatization of the breast surface 
lasting approximately 10 minutes, which equalizes breast surface temperature relatively to ambient 
temperature. 

The recommended room temperature during thermographic examination is 21–24°C. After ac-
climatization, the main component of the thermographic examination can be conducted with the 
support of computer software that guides the investigator through the testing procedure. The exami-
nation starts with a sequential application of green matrix, which is the reference matrix. The matrix 
is applied multiple times to each breast, with the total number of applications depending on the size of 
breast. For breasts of cup sizes A to C, three applications should be used (upper quadrants and the nip-
ple area); for breasts larger than a C, the number of applications should be increased to five (also for 
the lower quadrants). Following completion of the examination using the green matrix, the process 
is repeated using the blue and red matrices. The results of the test are recorded as time-lapse images 
from each application. The examination ends when a complete set of thermographic data is collected 
and archived. Total time of the examination with three matrices varies from 8 to 12 minutes, depend-
ing on the size of the breast. It is assumed that a set of images from one selected matrix (with the best 
color saturation) is enough for an accurate interpretation.
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Chapter 1. Preinvasive cancers

b)

a)

CASE 1

Age: 56 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  preinvasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale in situ)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III nipple

IV breast border

V artifact

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), which corresponds to the verifi ed cancer, is evident 
within the nipple area (III). Peripheral linear hyperthermias (II), indicating the presence of blood vessels, are 
visible. In addition, the breast border (IV) and hyperthermal artifact (V) from the inframammary fold are 
evident.

Fig. 1.1. TMG: a) pictogram; b) green matrix, right breast, nipple area.

Fig. 1.3. MMG CC: In the right breast centrally a cluster of 
heterogeneous, pleomorphic microcalcifi cations (measur-
ing approximately 25 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4.

Fig. 1.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, within the nipple 
area, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (approximately 7 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 4b.

Mammogram image 
and characterisation of 
the cancer lesion

Thermographic 
image, matrix type 
and location of its 
application to breast

Basic clinical data 
of the patient

and the diagnosed 
breast cancer

Pictogram and legend 
corresponding to 
a thermographic 

image of the breast in 
which the cancer was 

diagnosed

A detailed description 
of the results of 

the thermographic 
examination

and the breast cancer

Ultrasound image and 
characterisation of 

the cancer lesion
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Chapter 1. Preinvasive cancers

b)

a)

CASE 1

Age: 56 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  preinvasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale in situ)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III nipple

IV breast border

V artifact

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), which corresponds to the verifi ed cancer, is evident 
within the nipple area (III) . Peripheral linear hyperthermias (II), indicating the presence of blood vessels, are 
visible . In addition, the breast border (IV) and hyperthermal artifact (V) from the inframammary fold are evi-
dent .

Fig. 1.1. TMG: a) pictogram; b) green matrix, right breast, nipple area .

Fig. 1.3. MMG CC: In the right breast centrally a cluster of 
heterogeneous, pleomorphic microcalcifi cations (measur-
ing approximately 25 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 1.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, within the nipple 
area, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (approximately 7 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 4b .
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b)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III nipple

II linear hyperthermia

IV breast border

Fig. 2.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the lower inner 
quadrant (in an area measuring approximately 6 cm), nume-
rous pleomorphic microcalcifi cations are visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 2.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 9 o’clock po-
sition, an ill-defi ned irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 25 x 11 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, within the nipple area (III) an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to the verifi ed 
cancer, is visible . There are peripheral linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood ves-
sels . In addition, the breast border (IV) is visible . 

Fig. 2.1. TMG: a) pictogram; b) red matrix, left breast, lower inner quadrant .

Age: 54 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  intraductal carcinoma, 

papillary and cribriform
(carcinoma intraductale
papillare et cribriforme)

CASE 2
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Chapter 1. Preinvasive cancers

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border 

IV artifacts

Fig. 3.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, lower inner quadrant .

Fig. 3.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the lower inner 
quadrant, an ill-defi ned mass (measuring 25 x 12 mm) is 
visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 3.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, an irregular, well-defi ned mass (measuring 12 x 6
mm) is evident; BI-RADS 4a .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to the verifi ed cancer, is surrounded by 
linear hyperthermias (II), which indicate the presence of blood vessels .  Hyperthermal artifacts (IV) from the 
breast border (III) and abdominal folds are also visible .

Age: 72 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  preinvasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale in situ)

CASE 3
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 4.1. TMG: a) pictogram; b) red matrix, right breast, lower inner quadrant .

Fig. 4.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the lower inner 
quadrant (in an area measuring 80 x 50 mm), numerous 
pleomorphic microcalcifi cations are visible; BI-RADS 5.
 

Fig. 4.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an irregular heterogenous hypoechoic mass with 
visible calcifi cations (measuring 19 x 8 mm) is evident; 
BI-RADS 4c .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to the verifi ed cancer, and several linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Age: 42 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  preinvasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale in situ)

CASE 4
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a)

b)

Chapter 2. Invasive ductal carcinomas

Fig. 5.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Fig. 5.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the outer quadrant 
border, a mass with ill-defi ned margin (11 mm in diam-
eter) is evident; BI-RADS 4 . 

Fig. 5.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 4 o’clock po-
sition, a hypoechoic mass with indistinct margin (11 mm 
in diameter); BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, a focal hyperthermia (I) corresponding to a verifi ed cancer is visible, as are linear hyperther-
mias (II) corresponding to the presence of blood vessels . At the bottom of the image, a hyperthermal artifact 
(III) from the breast border is evident .

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III artifact

Age: 56 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma  

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 5
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 6.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Fig. 6.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, an ill-defi ned mass (20 mm in diameter) is vis-
ible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 6.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, a heterogeneous hypoechoic solid mass (21 mm 
in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, a focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperthermias (II), 
corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Age: 63 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 6
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IV artifacts 

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III breast border 

Fig. 7.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Fig. 7.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the outer quadrant 
border, an irregular mass (35 mm in diameter) is visible; 
BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 7.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 4 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 38 x 18 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Age: 72 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 7
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Fig. 8.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Fig. 8.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, an ill-defi ned high-density mass (measuring 
40 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 8.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass (measur-
ing 26 x 36 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and short linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Age: 53 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

CASE 8
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Fig. 9.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, within the Tail 
of Spence, an oval-shaped ill-defi ned mass (measuring
26 x 18 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 9.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an oval-shaped well-defi ned hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 27 x 19 mm) is evident; BI-RADS 4b .

Fig. 9.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

In the left breast, a focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible within the nipple area 
(III) . Laterally, the breast border (IV) can be seen, as well as a diffuse hyperthermal area corresponding to 
a hyperthermal artifact (V) from the axillary cavity .

Age: 30 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 9

V artifact

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III nipple

IV breast border 

V artifact
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Fig. 10.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, upper quadrant border .

Fig. 10.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the upper quad-
rant border, architectural distortion (measuring 20 mm) is 
visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 10.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 1 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass with indistinct margin (meas-
uring 8 x 14 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, as well as diffuse 
linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Age: 60 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

CASE 10
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III nipple

V artifact

II linear hyperthermia

IV breast border 

Fig. 11.3. MMG CC: In the area behind the nipple of the 
right breast, an ill-defi ned mass with microcalcifi cations 
(20 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 11.2. Ultrasound: Within the nipple area of the right 
breast, an irregular hypoechoic mass (22 mm in diameter) 
is visible; BI-RADS 4 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible within the 
nipple area . In addition, hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible periph-
erally . The breast border (IV) and a linear hyperthermal area, corresponding to hyperthermal artifact (V) from 
the inframammary fold, are visible at the bottom of the image .

Fig. 11.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, nipple area .

Age: 59 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 11
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In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 12.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the outer quadrant 
border, a spiculated mass (30 mm in diameter) is visible; 
BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 12.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (measuring 19 x 28 mm); BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 12.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 42 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

CASE 12
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 13.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, a spiculated mass (15 mm in diameter) is visible; 
BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 13.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 11 x 15 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and a single linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of a blood vessel, are visible .

Fig. 13.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 61 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 13
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III artifact

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 14.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper 
outer quadrant and approximately 8 cm from the nipple, 
a spiculated mass (22 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

Fig. 14.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic solid mass (15 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible . A hyperthermal artifact (III) from the 
subclavian area is visible at the top of the image .

Fig. 14.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 55 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 14
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III artifact

Fig. 15.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the lower inner 
quadrant, architectural distortion (21 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 0 .

Fig. 15.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 8 o’clock 
position, a polycyclic hypoechoic mass with partially indis-
tinct margin (measuring 20 x 13 mm); BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible . A hyperthermal artifact (III) 
from the inframammary fold is also visible at the bottom of the image .

Fig. 15.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, lower inner quadrant .

Age: 29 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 15
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III artifact

Fig. 16.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, an irregular high-density mass (50 mm in di-
ameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

Fig. 16.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an ill-defi ned hypoechoic mass (measuring 
14 x 10 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible . A diffuse hyperthermal area, correspond-
ing to a hyperthermal artifact (III) from the inframammary fold, is also visible at the bottom of the image .

Fig. 16.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 48 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 16
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I focal hyperthermia

III breast border 

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 17.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, architectural distortion together with oval-
shaped mass; BI-RADS 0 .

Fig. 17.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position and approximately 5 cm from the nipple, an ir-
regularly shaped hypoechoic mass (7 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and a linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of a blood vessel, are visible . The breast border (III) is visible 
at the top of the image .

Fig. 17.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 17
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 18.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, at the outer 
quadrant border an irregular mass (15 mm in diameter); 
BI-RADS 5 . 

Fig. 18.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass with in-
distinct margin (measuring 15 x 17 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are evident on the periphery of the image .

Fig. 18.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 66 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 18
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 19.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, an irregular mass (measuring 30 x 26 mm), with 
microcalcifi cations, is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 19.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass (measuring 24 x 19 mm) is 
visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Linear hy-
perthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are evident on the periphery of the image .

Fig. 19.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 59 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 19
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III artifact 

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 20.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the upper quad-
rant border, a mass with a spiculated margin (22 mm in 
diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 20.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 16 x 14 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are evident on the periphery of the image . 
A diffuse hyperthermal area, corresponding to a hyperthermal artifact (III) from the axillary cavity, is also vis-
ible on the periphery of the breast .

Fig. 20.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border . 

Age: 47 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 20
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IV artifact

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III breast border 

Fig. 21.3. MMG MLO: The left breast has a dense, glandu-
lar composition, with numerous scattered microcalcifi ca-
tions; BI-RADS 0 .

Fig. 21.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 5 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass with indistinct margin (meas-
uring 23 x 16 mm); BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Linear hy-
perthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are evident on the periphery of the image . 
The breast border is also visible (III) .

Fig. 21.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, lower outer quadrant .

Age: 39 years
Breast composition: glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 21
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I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 22.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, a spiculated mass (10 mm in diameter) is visible; 
BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 22.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass (9 mm in diameter) is visible, 
with a cone of shadow; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I) with high thermal gradient, corresponding to a veri-
fi ed cancer, is visible.

Fig. 22.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 66 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 22
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I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 23.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, an asymmetric mass with uneven margin
(15 mm in diameter) is visible . In addition, a fragment of 
the localization needle is visible; BI-RADS 0 .

Fig. 23.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass (measur-
ing 14 x 9 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I) with high thermal gradient, corresponding to a verifi ed 
cancer, is visible .

Fig. 23.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 60 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 23
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III nipple

II linear hyperthermia

IV breast border 

Fig. 24.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, a cluster of pleomorphic microcalcifi cations is 
visible within an area of 18 mm; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 24.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 20 x 14 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible; in addition, 
a single linear hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, is evident . In the TMG image, 
both the nipple (III) (indicated by the oval-shaped hypothermal change) and the breast border (IV) are visible .

Fig. 24.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age:  years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 24
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Chapter 2. Invasive ductal carcinomas

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 25.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, an irregular high-density lesion (15 mm in
diameter) is visible . In addition, a fragment of the localiza-
tion needle is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 25.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 12 x 11 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 25.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 55 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 25
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 26.3. MMG MLO: No suspicious focal changes or clus-
ters of microcalcifi cations are visible; BI-RADS 1.

Fig. 26.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the perimeter 
of the 2 o’clock position, an irregular hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 16 x 12 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4b .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 26.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 49 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 26
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Fig. 27.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the upper quad-
rant border, an irregular mass with microcalcifi cations
(15 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 27.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass with uneven margin (measur-
ing 16 x 12 mm); BI-RADS 4 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, as well as linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 27.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border .

Age: 37 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma, partially intraductal, 

solid, cribriform and papillary (carcinoma
ductale invasivum partim carcinoma
intraductale typus solidum, cribriforme
et papillare)

CASE 27

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III nipple

II linear hyperthermia

IV breast border 

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible . The breast border (IV) is visible at 
the bottom of the image .

Fig. 28.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 80 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 28

Fig. 28.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, a high-density mass with spiculated margin 
(measuring 43 x 34 mm) is visible; above this, a lesion with 
even margin is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 28.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 32 x 28 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .
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Chapter 2. Invasive ductal carcinomas

II linear hyperthermias

III nipple

I focal hyperthermia

IV breast border 

Fig. 29.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the lower out-
er quadrant, an irregular lesion with microcalcifi cations
(13 mm in diameter) is visible . In addition, a fragment of 
the localization needle is visible; BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 29.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 5 o’clock 
position and approximately 2 cm from the nipple, an ir-
regular hypoechoic mass (measuring 10 x 8 mm) is visible; 
BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible within the 
nipple area (III) . In addition, linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are 
visible . The breast border (IV) is visible at the bottom of the image .

Fig. 29.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, lower outer quadrant .

Age: 40 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 29
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Fig. 30.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, an asymmetrical 
mass with microcalcifi cations (25 mm in diameter) is vis-
ible; BI-RADS 0* .

Fig. 30.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, a polycyclic fairly well-defi ned hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 23 x 17 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4c .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 30.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 56 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

II linear hyperthermia 

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

CASE 30

* The original description of the examination was preserved; the lesion was histopathologically confi rmed as breast cancer.
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Chapter 2. Invasive ductal carcinomas

II linear hyperthermias 

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 31.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, at the upper 
quadrant border, a polycyclic lesion with architectural dis-
tortion (30 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 31.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position and 6 cm from the nipple, a hypoechoic mass 
with irregular margin (measuring 26 x 19 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, a focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperthermias (II), 
corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 31.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border .

Age: 65 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 31
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 32.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the lower in-
ner quadrant, an ill-defi ned, irregular, spiculated mass 
(10 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 32.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 7 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 11 x 7 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

In the left breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 32.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, lower inner quadrant .

Age: 63 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 32
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III nipple

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 33.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the upper quad-
rant border, a polycyclic lesion with spiculated margin (55 
mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 33.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position and approximately 2 cm from the nipple, an ir-
regular hypoechoic mass (measuring 17 x 27 mm) is vis-
ible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible in the 
vicinity of nipple (III) . In addition, linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, 
are visible .

Fig. 33.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border .

Age: 43 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 33
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 34.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, an irregular mass (30 mm in diameter) is visible; 
BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 34.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 1 o’clock 
position, a polycyclic hypoechoic mass with ill-defi ned 
margin (26 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. In addi-
tion, linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 34.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

CASE 34

Age: 51 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma  

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border 

IV artifact

Fig. 35.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, an irregular high-density mass (30 mm in di-
ameter) is visible; BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 35.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass with indistinct margin (meas-
uring 22 x 16 mm); BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. In addi-
tion, a single linear hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, is visible .

Fig. 35.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 63 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 35
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Fig. 36.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, architectural distortion (15 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 36.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 10 o’clock 
position, an ill-defi ned oval-shaped mass with (measuring 
11 x 9 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hy-
perthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 36.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 64 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

CASE 36
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I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 37.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, an ill-defi ned mass with microcalcifi cations 
(measuring 20 x 23 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 . 

Fig. 37.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, an oval-shaped hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (measuring 20 x 17 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. 

Fig. 37.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 82 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 37
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III nipple

Fig. 38.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, at the upper 
quadrant border, architectural distortion (9 mm in diam-
eter) is visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 38.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position within the nipple area, a hypoechoic mass with 
indistinct margin (20 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible above the 
nipple (III) . Linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible within
the nipple area .

Fig. 38.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper quadrant border .

Age: 62 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 38
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

III artifact

Fig. 39.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, a high-density mass with indistinct margin
(10 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 39.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock posi-
tion, a hypoechoic mass with indistinct margin (11 mm in 
diameter); BI-RADS 4c .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 39.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 65 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular  
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 39
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IV artifact

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border 

Fig. 40.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, at the outer quad-
rant border, an asymmetric mass (10 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 0* . 

Fig. 40.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, a hypoechoic mass with polycyclic margin (10 mm
in diameter); BI-RADS 4b .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible . The breast border (III) is visible at the 
bottom of the image .

Fig. 40.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 33 years
Breast composition: glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma, 

intraductal carcinoma 
(carcinoma ductale invasivum;
carcinoma intraductale)

CASE 40

* The original description of the examination was preserved; the lesion was histopathologically confi rmed as breast cancer.
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 41.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper 
outer quadrant, an ill-defi ned high-density mass (25 mm 
in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 41.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mas with indistinct mar-
gin (measuring 32 x 26 mm); BI-RADS 5 . 

In the right breast, a polycyclic focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible .

Fig. 41.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 46 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 41
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II linear hyperthermia 

I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 42.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper 
outer quadrant, a high-density spiculated mass (23 mm in 
diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 42.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 10 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (measuring 16 x 14 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and a single linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessel, are visible .

Fig. 42.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 60 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 42
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II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III nipple

Fig. 43.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, directly behind 
the nipple, an irregular high-density mass with microcal-
cifi cations (measuring 30 x 40 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 43.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position within the nipple area, an irregular hypoechoic 
mass (measuring 23 x 28 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible in close 
proximity to the nipple (III) . This is surrounded by linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of 
blood vessels .

Fig. 43.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, nipple area .

Age: 76 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 43
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I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 44.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper inner 
quadrant, an asymmetric mass (14 mm in diameter) is 
visible; BI-RADS 4c .

Fig. 44.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 17 x 9 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible.

Fig. 44.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border .

Age: 31 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 44
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III artifact

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 45.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, an irregular mass (measuring 15 x 14 mm) is 
visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 45.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 2 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 12 x 10 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Surround-
ing this, there are linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels . A hyperthermal  
artifact (III) from the axillary cavity is visible on the peripheryphery of the image .

Fig. 45.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 61 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma  

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 45
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

Fig. 46.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, an area of low-density heterogeneous microcalcifi -
cations (approximately 25 mm in diameter) is visible . A frag-
ment of the localization needle is also visible; BI-RADS 4 .

Fig. 46.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 10 o’clock 
position, an oval-shaped hypoechoic mass with partially 
indistinct margin (measuring 15 x 10 mm); BI-RADS 4b .

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Sur-
rounding this, there are linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels .

Fig. 46.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 50 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 46
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border 

*   The difference in location is due to the orientation of the breast .
** The original description of the examination was preserved; the lesion was histopathologically confirmed as breast cancer.

Fig. 47.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the Tail of 
Spence, a structure distortion containing low-density mi-
crocalcifications (approximately 20 mm in diameter) is vis-
ible; BI-RADS 0*,** .

Fig. 47.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the periphery 
of the 9 o’clock position, an ill-defined irregularly shaped 
hypoechoic mass (measuring 16 x 9 mm); BI-RADS 4c** .

In the right breast, an oval-shaped focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible. Sur-
rounding this, there is a linear hyperthermia (II), corresponding to a blood vessel . The breast border (III) is 
visible below the hyperthermal changes .

Fig. 47.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border .

Age: 37 years
Breast composition: glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma 

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 47
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Chapter 2. Invasive ductal carcinomas

Fig. 48.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, a high-density mass (measuring 25 x 20 mm)
is visible; BI-RADS 5 .

Fig. 48.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an ill-defi ned irregularly shaped hypoechoic 
mass (measuring 15 x 9 mm); BI-RADS 5 .

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. Linear 
hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the blood vessels, are visible on the periphery of the image .

Fig. 48.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant .

Age: 57 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive ductal carcinoma

(carcinoma ductale invasivum)

CASE 48

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

IV breast border

III nipple

Fig. 49.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, at the upper 
quadrant border, a parenchyma distortion (27 mm in di-
ameter) is visible; BI-RADS 0*.

Fig. 49.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped mass with decreased echo-
genicity (measuring 21 x 12 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5. 

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible above the 
nipple (III). Surrounding this, there are linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood ves-
sels. The breast border (IV) is visible on the periphery of the image.

Fig. 49.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper quadrant border.

Age: 54 years
Breast composition: glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive lobular carcinoma

(carcinoma lobulare invasivum)

CASE 49

* The original description of the examination was preserved; the lesion was histopathologically confi rmed as breast cancer.
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III nipple

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

IV breast border

V artifact

Fig. 50.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, in the area behind 
the nipple, a high-density spiculated mass (approximately 
30 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 50.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass with in-
distinct margin (measuring 18 x 12 mm); BI-RADS 5.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible within the 
nipple area (III). Surrounding this, linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels are 
visible. The breast border (IV) is indicated by a diffuse hyperthermal area; in addition, a hyperthermal artifact 
(V) from the abdominal folds is visible.

Fig. 50.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, nipple area.

Age: 79 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive lobular carcinoma

(carcinoma lobulare invasivum)

CASE 50
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border

IV artifact

Fig. 51.3. MMG CC: In the left breast,  an ill-defi ned mass 
(15 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 51.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, two hypoechoic masses with indistinct margins 
(approximately 7 mm in diameter); BI-RADS 5.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyperther-
mias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible. A diffuse hyperthermal area, correspond-
ing to a hyperthermal artifact (IV) from the abdominal folds, is visible on the periphery of the image.

Fig. 51.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border. 

Age: 79 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive lobular carcinoma

(carcinoma lobulare invasivum)

CASE 51
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Fig. 52.3. MMG CC: No suspicious lesions or clusters of mi-
crocalcifi cations were observed in either breast; BI-RADS 2.

Fig. 52.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass (measur-
ing 8 x 10 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible. An area of diffuse hyperthermia, 
corresponding to a hyperthermal artifact (III) from the subclavian area, is evident at the border of the image. 
A weak hyperthermia, associated with the hyperthermal artifact (III) from the breast border, is visible at the 
bottom of the image.

Fig. 52.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border.

Age: 51 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive lobular carcinoma

(carcinoma lobulare invasivum)

II linear hyperthermia

III artifact 

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

III artifact 

CASE 52
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b)

a)

II artifact

I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 53.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper 
outer quadrant, a spiculated mass with microcalcifi cations 
(20 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 53.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 23 x 20 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. In addi-
tion, a diffuse hyperthermal area, corresponding to  hyperthermal artifact (II) from the axillary cavity, is visible.

Fig. 53.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant.

Age: 62 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive lobular carcinoma

(carcinoma lobulare invasivum)

CASE 53
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III breast border

Fig. 54.3. 54.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the out-
er quadrant, a well-defi ned, polycyclic, high-density mass 
(60 mm in diameter) is visible; BI-RADS 4.

Fig. 54.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 9 o’clock 
position, a solid-fl uid, well-defi ned mass (measuring 
50 x 30 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4b.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, and linear hyper-
thermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are visible.

Fig. 54.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, outer quadrant border.

Age: 76 years
Breast composition: glandular-fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  adenoid cystic cancer

(carcinoma adenoides cysticum)

CASE 54
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I focal hyperthermia

Fig. 55.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper 
outer quadrant at the border of the breast muscle, a spic-
ulated mass with microcalcifi cations is visible; BI-RADS 5*.

Fig. 55.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 10 o’clock 
position, an oval-shaped hypoechoic mass with indistinct 
margin (measuring 14 x 11 mm); BI-RADS 4c.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible.

Fig. 55.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant.

Age: 37 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  invasive micropapillary cancer

(carcinoma micropapillare invasivum)

CASE 55

*  The original version of the MMG description was preserved.
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 56.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, at the upper quadrant 
border, a high-density irregularly shaped lesion with micro-
calcifi cations (measuring 35 x 20 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 56.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 12 o’clock 
position, a polycyclic, mainly hypoechoic, heterogeneous 
mass (measuring 30 x 16 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4c.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I) is visible, corresponding to a verifi ed cancer; in addition, 
linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels, are evident.

Fig. 56.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper quadrant border.

Age: 79 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive papillary carcinoma 

(carcinoma papillare invasivum)

CASE 56
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I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

Fig. 57.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the Tail of 
Spence, a polycyclic mass (measuring 20 x 15 mm) is vis-
ible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 57.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, peripheral to 
the 10 o’clock position, an ill-defined hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 12 x 8 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible. A linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of a blood vessel, is visible on the periphery of the image.

Fig. 57.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant.

Age: 76 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  cancerous infiltration of fibrofatty tissue  

(infiltratio carcinomatosa telae  
fibroadiposae)*

CASE 57

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia

*      Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopatho-
logical result.

**  The original version of the MMG description was preserved.

Fig. 58.3. MMG MLO: The left breast, in the enhanced stroma 
image, shows thickening of the skin contour. Architectural 
distortion (approximately 25 mm in diameter) is visible at the 
chest wall; BI-RADS 5**.

Fig. 58.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass with in-
distinct margin (measuring 30 x 24 mm); BI-RADS 5.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. A linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the presence of a blood vessel, is visible on the periphery of the image.

Fig. 58.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, upper inner quadrant.

Age: 49 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  cancerous infi ltration of fi brofatty tissue 

(infi ltratio carcinomatosa telae 
fi broadiposae)*

CASE 58
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Fig. 59.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper outer 
quadrant, a polycyclic lesion with projections (measuring 
40 x 60 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 59.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, peripheral to the 
2 o’clock position, an irregularly shaped hypoechoic mass 
(measuring 25 x 17 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible. Surrounding 
this, there are linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels.

Fig. 59.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) blue matrix, left breast, upper outer quadrant.

Age: 89 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  mucinous carcinoma  

(carcinoma mucinosum) 

CASE 59

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia
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b)

a)

II linear hyperthermias

I focal hyperthermia

III nipple

Fig. 60.3. MMG CC: In the left breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, a polycyclic high-density mass (measuring  
45 x 30 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 60.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 3 o’clock 
position, a polycyclic ill-defined hypoechoic mass (measur-
ing 40 x 24 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.

In the left breast, a polycyclic focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible within the 
nipple area (III). Radiating outwards – from the focal hyperthermia to the periphery – are linear hyperthermias 
(II), corresponding to the presence of blood vessels.

Fig. 60.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, left breast, outer quadrant border.

Age: 82 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive cancer 

(carcinoma invasivum)*

CASE 60
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I focal hyperthermia

II nipple

Fig. 61.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the upper out-
er quadrant, an ill-defined irregularly shaped high-density 
area containing pleomorphic microcalcifications (measur-
ing 27 x 40 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 61.2. In the right breast, at the 10 o’clock position,  
a poorly defined hypoechoic mass (measuring 25 x 16 mm) 
is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible. In addi-
tion, the nipple is visible in the image (II).

Fig. 61.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, right breast, upper outer quadrant.

Age: 84 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  cancerous infiltration  

of fibrofatty tissue  
(infiltratio carcinomatosa 
telae fibroadiposae)*

CASE 61

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.
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b)

a)

Fig. 62.3. MMG MLO: In the left breast, in the upper inner 
quadrant, an irregular mass (measuring 11 x 13 mm) is 
visible; BI-RADS 0.

Fig. 62.2. Ultrasound: In the left breast, at the 11 o’clock 
position, an ill-defined hypoechoic mass (measuring 10 x 7 
mm) is visible; BI-RADS 4c.

In the left breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible. Surrounding 
this, there are linear hyperthermias (II) corresponding to the presence of blood vessels.

Fig. 62.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) red matrix, left breast, upper inner quadrant.

Age: 42 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: nonpalpable
Hist-pat:  cancerous infiltration  

of fibrofatty tissue  
(infiltratio carcinomatosa 
telae fibroadiposae)*

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.

CASE 62

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermia
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II linear hyperthermia

I focal hyperthermia

IV artifact

III breast border

Fig. 63.3. MMG MLO: In the right breast, in the lower in-
ner quadrant, a high-density mass with indistinct margin 
(measuring 17 x 15 mm); BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 63.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, at the 4 o’clock 
position, an ill-defi ned hypoechoic mass (measuring
12 x 11 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verifi ed cancer, is visible. A linear 
hyperthermia (II), corresponding to the blood vessel, is visible on the periphery of the image. In addition, at 
the bottom of the image, the breast border (III) is visible, as is a linear hyperthermal area corresponding to 
a hyperthermal artifact (IV) from the inframammary fold.

Fig. 63.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, lower inner quadrant.

Age: 68 years
Breast composition: fatty-glandular 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  cancerous infi ltration 

of fi brofatty tissue 
(infi ltratio carcinomatosa
telae fi broadiposae)*

CASE 63

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.
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b)

a)

III nipple

I focal hyperthermia

II linear hyperthermias

IV breast border

Fig. 64.3. 64.3. MMG CC: In the right breast, behind the 
nipple, a spiculated lesion (measuring 40 x 58 mm) is vis-
ible. This lesion caused nipple retraction; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 64.2. Ultrasound: In the right breast, behind the nip-
ple, an ill-defined irregular hypoechoic mass (measuring 
21 x 32 mm) is visible; BI-RADS 5.

Fig. 64.1. TMG: a) pictogram, b) green matrix, right breast, nipple area.

In the right breast, an irregular focal hyperthermia (I), corresponding to a verified cancer, is visible within the 
nipple area (III). Linear hyperthermias (II), corresponding to the blood vessels, are evident on the periphery of 
the image. The breast border (IV) is also visible.

Age: 79 years
Breast composition: fatty 
Focal change: palpable
Hist-pat:  invasive cancer  

(carcinoma invasivum)*

*  Histopathological diagnosis was based on CNB result; at the time the atlas went to press there was no postoperative histopathologi-
cal result.

CASE 64
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REVIEW

I strongly support this edition of the Thermographic Atlas for breast cancer detection using 
the BRASTER Tester device. A small number (250–400 copies) of printed books could assist 
investigators from many centers in the collection of a substantial amount of clinical material 
(potentially thousands of cases). 

The method of passive thermodetection using a liquid-crystal matrix is a new and valuable 
way to detect breast cancer, and is no doubt a prelude to future diagnostics. The BRASTER 
Tester device offers a novel first screening method for the detection of breast cancer. If prop-
erly carried out and assessed, the examination can be done at home. It is completely safe (no 
ionizing radiation), non-invasive and painless, and provides high-resolution and highly sensi-
tive images. It can be performed safely and frequently; thus, has great potential for regular 
screening of women at high risk of breast cancer (due to age, genetic background, family his-
tory). These thermographic images may indicate the need for further screening using X-ray 
mammography, ultrasound or nuclear magnetic resonance imaging.

Mammography screening, introduced nearly half a century ago, is currently the subject of 
worldwide debate – specifically the advantages, benefits, side effects, and costs of this meth-
od. The introduction of a new, safe testing method for breast cancer screening will improve 
the diagnostics and treatment of breast cancer.

The thermographic imaging method, using the BRASTER Tester device, requires further 
study on a large group of women. This will allow for the improvement of the method of ex-
amination and the development of a formal system by which results can be evaluated. This 
aim will be served by the published atlas, the creation of reference centers, and the develop-
ment of a training program for specialists.

Professor Andrzej Kułakowski, 
MD, PhD
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